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ESSLLI 2017, Toulouse: Day 4

Apéro socio (ApSo)
Picnic to talk about social meaning (and other things. . . )

Tonight! 20h15
I

After evening lecture: Logic, Information, and
Computational Social Choice.

Port de la Daurade (in front of the Place de la Daurade)
BYOB (and food)

Today’s class

Part 2 of ‘Social Meaning Games’
Using IBR models to analyze sociophonetic variation and
interpretation.

Plan

Introduction
Listener prior beliefs and sociolinguistic interpretation
Levon (2014) in SMGs
Outstanding issues
Puzzle 1: Speaker agency
Puzzle 2: Listener utility
Persona games
Back to Obama

(ING)

Campbell-Kibler (2006, 2007): A MGT study with stimuli formed from the
speech of 8 speakers.

Sample results
1. Speakers were rated as significantly more educated and more articulate
in their -ing guises than in their -in’ guises.
2. Speakers were significantly more likely to be described as a redneck in
their -in’ guises than in their -ing guises.
3. One male speaker (Jason) is significantly more likely to be described as
gay in his -ing guise.

/t/ release

Podesva et al. (2015): A MGT study with stimuli formed from the speech of 6
American politicians (Obama, Edwards, Pelosi, W. Bush, H. Clinton, Rice).

Sample results
I John Edwards is rated as significantly more articulate, more

authoritative and less Southern in his released /t/ guise than in his
flapped guise.
I Articulateness has been associated with released /t/ in other studies

(Bunin Benor, 2001; Bucholtz, 1996; Podesva, 2006; Eckert, 2008).
I Nancy Pelosi is rated as significantly more sincere and friendly in her

non-released/flapped guise than in her released /t/ guise.

Contribution of listener beliefs (specific)

Observation
Which property attributions a particular variant will trigger often
depends on which other properties the listener believes hold of the
speaker.
I

Podesva et al. (2015) found significant relationships between
articulateness and released /t/ with Edwards and Rice, but only
with these two speakers.

I

Flapping made only Nancy Pelosi sound more friendly and
sincere.

I

In Campbell-Kibler (2007), only Jason was heard as gay when
he said -ing.

Extreme priors
(Podesva et al., 2015, 80): Neither Clinton nor Bush were judged to
sound different in any of their guises.
I

We argue that listeners hold particularly strong views for these
politicians, to the point that slight modifications in their speaking
styles produce no effect on listener ratings. [. . . ]

I

Bush was rated as the least articulate, intelligent, authoritative,
and sincere, often by a wide margin, and he was also rated as
the second-to-least passionate and spontaneous. [. . . ] In a
similar vein, Clinton’s speech was evaluated by focus group
participants as sounding, above else, clear-irrespective of the
realization of /t/.

I

In other words, extreme ideological stances taken toward
speakers may generate floor or ceiling effects in the evaluation
of their speech.

Contribution of listener beliefs (general)

Levon (2014): A MGT study of the interpretation of styles involving
high/low pitch (and other variables) in the speech of British men.
I

Levon also had participants fill out the Male Role Attitudes
survey (MRAS: Pleck et al. 1994).
I

I

Agreement with statements corresponding to aspects of
male gender norms.
↑ MRAS ⇒ ↑ homophobia, church attendance, promiscuity
etc. (in other studies).

Stereotypes and Interpretation

Pertinent result
I

Listeners scoring high on the MRAS attributed more
incompetent and less masculine personae to speakers
using high pitch.
Conservatives

I

Listeners scoring low on the MRAS attributed more
incompetent personae to speakers using high pitch (no
difference in masculinity).
Progressives

Stereotypes and Interpretation
Pertinent result
I

Listeners scoring high on the MRAS attributed more
incompetent and less masculine personae to speakers
using high pitch.
Conservatives

I

Listeners scoring low on the MRAS attributed more
incompetent personae to speakers using high pitch (no
difference in masculinity).
Progressives

Conclusion
Listeners’ prior ideological beliefs concerning the relationship
between masculinity and (in)competence play a role in
determining what kinds of personae/identities they attribute to
speakers based on their linguistic performances.

Recall SMGs

1. The speaker (S) has a persona (a set of properties) that
they wish to communicate to the listener (L).
2. S chooses a variant with which to signal their persona to L.
3. Variants are related to indexical fields (sets of properties).
4. L chooses a persona to attribute to S based on their prior
beliefs about S and the variants’ indexical field.

Burnett and Levon (2016): Gender stereotypes in
SMGs

I

S and L are the players.

I

P = (1)

I

> is a relation on P that expressive (antonymic) ideological
relations.

(1)

{competent, incompetent, friendly, unfriendly, masculine,
feminine}

(2)

competent > incompetent
friendly > unfriendly
feminine > masculine

Universe in Levon (2014)

(3)

Set of personae
1.{competent, friendly, masculine}
2.{competent, friendly, feminine}
3.{competent, unfriendly, masculine}
4.{competent, unfriendly, feminine}
5.{incompetent, friendly, masculine}
6.{incompetent, friendly, feminine}
7.{incompetent, unfriendly, masculine}
8.{incompetent, unfriendly, feminine}

(4)

Messages = {[+pitch raised], [-pitch raised]}

Proposal
[+pitch raised] indexes incompetence, while [-pitch raised]
indexes competence.

Indexical fields

Variant
[+pitch raised]

Eckert field
{incompetent}

Eckert-Montague field

[-pitch raised]

{competent}

{comp., friendly, masc.}, {comp.,
friendly, fem.}, {comp., unfriendly,
masc.}, {comp. unfriendly, fem}

{incomp., unfriendly, masc.}, {incomp., unfriendly, fem.}, {incomp.,
friendly, masc.}, {incomp., friendly,
fem.}

Table: Messages and Indexical Fields (Levon 2014)

Ideological structure

Given Levon’s result associated with the MRAS, it is reasonable
to suppose that a main difference between progressives and
conservatives lies in which kinds of personae they expect to
encounter in the world.
I

Progressives in Levon’s study have no beliefs about how
incompetence and non-masculinity/femininity cluster
together.

I

Conservatives in Levon’s study think that incompetence is
emasculating: they think it is highly unlikely that they will
encounter an incompetent, masculine person.

Ideological structure: Conservatives

persona
{competent, friendly, masculine}
{competent, friendly, feminine}
{competent, unfriendly, masculine}
{competent, unfriendly, feminine}
{incompetent, friendly, masculine}
{incompetent, friendly, feminine}
{incompetent, unfriendly, masculine}
{incompetent, unfriendly, feminine}

Pr(persona)
0.15
0.15
0.15
0.15
0.05
0.15
0.05
0.15

Table: Conservatives’ prior beliefs (Pr (persona)) in Levon (2014)

Ideological structure: Progressives

persona
{competent, friendly, masculine}
{competent, friendly, feminine}
{competent, unfriendly, masculine}
{competent, unfriendly, feminine}
{incompetent, friendly, masculine}
{incompetent, friendly, feminine}
{incompetent, unfriendly, masculine}
{incompetent, unfriendly, feminine}

Pr(persona)
0.125
0.125
0.125
0.125
0.125
0.125
0.125
0.125

Table: Progressives’ prior beliefs (Pr (persona)) in Levon (2014)

SMG (and RSA) Interpretation steps

(5)

Conditionalization
({P}∩[m])
Pr (P|m) = PrPr
([m]))

(6)

Speaker Utility for Constructing P using m
US (m, P) = ln(Pr (P|m)) − C(m)

(7)

Speaker Likelihood to Construct P using m
S (m,P)
PS (m|P) = ∑ exp(α×U
0 exp(α×U (m0 ,P)
m

(8)

S

Listener’s Probability of Interpreting P after hearing m
(P)×PS (m|P)
PL (P|m) = ∑ Pr
0 Pr (P 0 )×P (m|P 0 )
P

S

Predicted interpretations (α > 0)

persona
{competent, friendly, masculine}
{competent, friendly, feminine}
{competent, unfriendly, masculine}
{competent, unfriendly, feminine}
{incompetent, friendly, masculine}
{incompetent, friendly, feminine}
{incompetent, unfriendly, masculine}
{incompetent, unfriendly, feminine}

progressives
0
0
0
0
0.25
0.25
0.25
0.25

conservatives
0
0
0
0
0.13
0.37
0.13
0.37

Table: Probability distribution over interpretations [+ pitch raised]

Summary

I

Capture how listener prior beliefs about groups of people
‘filter’ our interpretations of sociophonetic variables.

I

Explain how interpretations of masculinity/femininity can
arise without having to encode these properties directly
into the indexical fields (see Ochs, 1992, for reasons why
this is not a good idea).

SMGs: Outstanding issues

How are personae chosen?
In classic signalling games, S’s type is determined by ‘Nature’.
Game theorists like to think of the states of a signaling
game as initial chance moves by a third player, called
Nature, who selects any state t ∈ T with probability
Pr (t), without any strategic concern of her own (cf.
Harsanyi 1967, 1968a,b). In a signaling game, Nature
reveals her choice to only the sender, but not the
receiver. (Franke, 2009, 129)

Truth conditional meaning vs social meaning

We have reason to believe that propositional communication
and persona/identity construction are different.

Propositional communication is reportative
S observes a fact about the external world and then tries to
report it to L.
I

S’s type exists independently of both S’s preferences and
S’s linguistic action reporting it.

I

Nature metaphor is appropriate.

Speaker Agency

It is clear that, at least sometimes, the speaker has a hand in
choosing which identity to construct, and they are consciously
aware of this.
I

New haircuts, job interview preparation, etiquette lessons,
self-help industry etc. etc.

I

Explicit sociolinguistic monitoring.

Personae are chosen by Human Nature
We need to incorporate speaker agency into persona selection,
at least in some cases.

How far does speaker agency go?

It is also clear that persona selection for many (if not most) of
our utterances is unconscious.
I

In most utterances, our attention is focused on whatever it
is we are trying to do and/or the (propositional) information
we are trying to communicate, not on identity construction.

Question
Doesn’t this undermind the speaker’s role in persona selection?

Agency does not require consciousness
We’ve known since Antiquity (Finger, 2001) that much (if not
most) of our reasoning and planning is unconscious.

Areas proposed to involving unconscious decision making
1. Visual perception.
2. Motion planning.
3. Semantic/pragmatic interpretation.
. . . and many other areas of cognition.
(see Dennett, 1990; Graziano, 2013; Dehaene, 2014, for some
overviews).
I

For some philosophers (Carruthers and Veillet, 2011;
Carruthers, 2017), none of our thoughts are actually
conscious.

Fathoming unconscious depths
Recent experiments in psychology and brain imaging
have tracked the fate of unconscious pictures in the
brain. We recognize and categorize masked images
unconsciously, and we even decipher and interpret
unseen words. Subliminal pictures trigger motivations
and rewards in us – all without our awareness. Even
complex operations linking perception to action can
unfold covertly, demonstrating how frequently we rely
on an unconscious “automatic pilot." Oblivious to this
boiling hodgepodge of unconscious processes, we
constantly overestimate the power of our
consciousness in making decisions – but in truth, our
capacity for conscious control is limited."
Stanislas Dehaene. (2014) Consciousness and the Brain.
Viking Press. p.90.

Solution: Incorporate speaker agency into SMGs
Agency
The speaker always chooses their persona based on their
goals.
I

S has a preferential ordering (µS ) over personae, which
they may or may not be conscious of.

I

In rare cases, persona selection is conscious. Mostly it is
unconscious.

Structure
Persona choice is constrained by social and cognitive
factors/structures.
I

We may or may not be consciously aware of these
constraints.

Structural constraints on persona selection

Aspects of speakers’ experiences, education, body, personality
etc. play into how much they value certain personae and how
easy/natural it is for them to try to construct it.

Constraints on persona selection: Dispositions

Our external (gender, class, ethnic etc.) experiences influence
our internal dispositions.

Habitus (Bourdieu, 1972, 282)
Le produit du travail d’inculcation et d’appropriation nécessaire pour
que ces produits de l’histoire collective que sont les structures
objectives (e. g. de la langue, de l’économie, etc.) parviennent à se
reproduire, sous la forme de dispositions durables, dans tous les
organismes [. . . ] durablement soumis aux mêmes conditionnements,
donc placés dans les mêmes conditions matérielles d’existences.

Constraints on persona shifting: dispositions
You go to the cafeteria . . . and the black kids are sitting
here, white kids are sitting there, and you’ve got to
make some choices. For me, basically I could run with
anybody. Luckily for me, largely because of growing
up in Hawai’i, there wasn’t that sense of sharp
divisions. Now, by the time I was negotiating
environments where there were those kinds of sharp
divisions, I was already confident enough to make my
own decisions. It became a matter of being able to
speak different dialects. That’s not unique to me. Any
black person in America who’s successful has to be
able to speak several different forms of the same
language. . . It’s not unlike a person shifting between
Spanish and English
Barak Obama, cited in (Alim and Smitherman, 2012, 1)

Constraints on persona selection: bodies

Aspects of our bodies constrain our persona selection (which
then affects our language).
I

It is not the case that “one woke in the morning, perused
the closet [. . . ] for the gender of choice, donned that
gender for the day, and then restored the garment to its
place at night" (Butler, 1993, x).

Calder (2016): /s/ fronting with SF drag queens

Interviews with SoMA drag queens (San Francisco) while they
are transforming from male bodied individuals to queens.
I

“As the queens transform into feminine drag, their
pronunciation of /s/ gets both backer and louder. . . lower
centers of gravity and higher amplitude are being used to
index a stronger type of femininity when the queens are in
drag".

I

As their bodies change, new personae open up to the
queens, which is then reflected in their speech.

Determining exactly under which conditions a player will try to
construct one persona or another requires intense collaboration
between linguists, anthropologists and social scientists.

Adding preferences over personae that play a role in
determining their persona selection solves Puzzle 1.

Puzzle 2
Listener utility in SMGs.

‘Classic’ SMGs

1. Nature picks a persona (a set of properties) for the
speaker.
2. The speaker chooses a variant with which to signal their
persona to the listener.
3. Variants are related to indexical fields (sets of properties).
4. L chooses a persona to attribute to S based on their prior
beliefs about S and the variants’ indexical field.
5. Both S and L win if L attributes S the persona that Nature
picked.

‘Agentive’ SMGs

1. S picks a persona (a set of properties).
2. The speaker chooses a variant with which to signal their
persona to the listener.
3. Variants are related to indexical fields (sets of properties).
4. L chooses a persona to attribute to S based on their prior
beliefs about S and the variants’ indexical field.
5. Both S and L win if L attributes S the persona that S picked.

What’s in it for L?

Intuitively, L’s interest is in figuring out who S “really" is not who
S wants to/is trying to be.

Why are personae important?
We want to figure out which persona our interlocutor is (being)
so that we can make reasonable predictions about what moves
they will make when we interact with them.

You are what you do
Hypothesis
Choosing a persona creates a (temporary) commitment to act
in a certain way.
I

Cool guys/gals act in smart and friendly ways.

I

Assholes make jerk moves.
etc.

A performative theory of identity
If you act like persona P, you are persona P.
I

We can think of our selves as functions from social
situations to probability distributions over personae that we
could play in those situations.
(Romantic, no?)

Proposal

Persona games
1. S’s persona is not chosen by Nature. It is chosen by S as
part of a larger interactive game.
2. L wants to accurately identify S’s persona so that they can
know what persona to pick in the larger game.

Example

1. Persona game: Making friends at a BBQ.
I

S wants to be friendly just in case L is. And vice versa.

2. Signalling game: Pick/Interpret a variant that signals S’s
persona.

Persona game
h{S, L}, P, µS , µL , PrS , PrL i, where
1. S, L are the players.
2. P is a set of properties.
I

I

The personae P ERS are the set of maximally consistent
subsets of P.
S and L’s actions are to choose personae in order to
interact with each other.

3. µS/L are payoff functions related to interactions with other
personae.
4. PrS is a probability distribution over PERS encoding how
likely S thinks that L will play each persona in PERS.
5. PrL is a probability distribution over PERS encoding how
likely L think that S will play each persona in PERS.

Games of. . .

I

Whether the persona game is one of cooperation,
coordination or conflict will depend on what kind of
interaction we are studying.

I

Careful analysis of the dynamics of interaction.

I

Contributions from ethonography, discourse analysis etc.

Obama at the BBQ (again)

Persona
{competent, friendly}
{competent, unfriendly}
{incompetent, friendly}
{incomptent, unfriendly}

Nickname
‘cool guy/gal’
‘stern leader’
‘doofus’
‘arrogant asshole’

Table: Universe in Obama example

Coordination at the BBQ

Solidarity/friendliness
In a BBQ, generally, if someone is friendly to you, you want to
be friendly back. If someone is not friendly, then why would you
be friendly to them?
I

Coordination on (un)friendliness is optimal for both players.

Status/competence
Suppose it’s better to be viewed as competent than
incompetent.
I

Both players prefer to be and interact with competent
people.

{c, f}
{c, f’}
{c’, f}
{c’, f’}

{c, f}
2,2
1,1
1,2
0,1

{c, f’}
1,1
2,2
0,1
1,2

{c’, f}
2,1
1,0
1,1
0,0

{c’, f’}
1,0
2,1
0,0
1,1

Table: µ functions for speaker (row) and his listener (column)

American president personae
I

Friendliness/likeability is a property that is highly valued in
American presidents.
I

I

Recall 2004 Pew poll (W. Bush vs Kerry): who is the guy
you’d want to have a beer with?

Intelligence/competence is a property that is/used to be
valued in American presidents.
I

This is particularly valued with Obama (Alim and
Smitherman, 2012).

Hypothesis
Obama wishes to appear competent and (above all) friendly,
regardless of who he is interacting with.
I

Establishing similar values for Trump requires intense,
difficult ethnographic work. . .

{c, f}
{c, f’}
{c’, f}
{c’, f’}

{c, f}
2,2
1,1
1,2
0,1

{c, f’}
2,1
1,2
1,1
0,2

{c’, f}
2,1
1,0
1,1
0,0

{c’, f’}
2,0
1,1
1,0
0,1

Table: µ functions for Obama (row) and his listener (column)

Persona selection

I

Both S’s and L’s persona choice is determined by their payoffs
and (possibly iterated) reasoning about what their interlocutor
will play.

stern leader
{comp, unfrie.}
0.25

cool guy
{comp, friend}
0.25

asshole
{incomp, unfrie.}
0.25

doofus
{incomp, friend}
0.25

Table: Obama is uncertain who he is interacting with (PrS (P))

Expected Utility for persona selection

(9)

EUS (P) = ∑P 0 PrS (P 0 ) × µS (P, P 0 )

stern leader
{comp, unfri.}
1

cool guy
{comp, friend}
2

asshole
{incomp, unfri.}
0

doofus
{incomp, friend}
1

Table: Obama’s expected utility for choosing P (EUS (P))

Variable persona choice
Obama chooses his persona (approximately) rationally: soft max
function.
(10)

p(P) ∝ exp(α ∗ EUS (P))

With α > 5, he picks {competent, friendly} 99.5% if the time.

Figure: p({c, f}) by α

We run the usual SMGs to get PS

I

The likelihood of S choosing a persona P and then a
variant m with which to construct P is pS (P) ∗ PS (m|P).

ing
in

{c, f}
0.995*0.31
0.995*0.69

{c, f’}
0.0025*1
0.0025*0

{c’, f}
0.0025*0
0.0025*1

{c’, f’}
0*0.31
0*0.69

Final probability distribution over variants
(11)

PS (m) = ∑P ps (P) ∗ PS (m|P)

(12)

a.
b.

PObama (ing) = 0.311
PObama (in0 ) = 0.689

Conclusion

IBR signalling games can be fruitfully applied to modelling
sociolinguistic variation and interpretation.
I

There is still much work to do and many questions to be
answered!

Next (and last) class
Language change and evolutionary game theory.
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